
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The POINT of Dalmine was created as a contribute to the development of the area: it’s a Science Park 

where are based companies and research projects related to various topics of innovation. The advan-

tage to be part of POINT is the possibility of networking with different companies settled, and the links 

with other Science and Technology Parks (in Italy or in the world), with the most prestigious Italian Uni-

versities, as well as research centers, local authorities and the main employer associations and trade 

unions of reference.   

The POINT offers not only equipped spaces and adaptation of infrastructure but also outsourcing of 

technical and logistical services. The Company  believes strategic placement within the Point of their 

technical skills (eg, technical, laboratory research and development) to exploit the synergies that born 

in places with a high concentration of know-how, can ask for more information or a visit to see the avai-

lable spaces. 

Following the estabilishment at Point of Bergamo Sviluppo, the Special Agency of the Chamber of 

Commerce of Bergamo, in those areas finds their natural place both technology animation, organized 

to promote the diffusion of new technologies/innovations among local businesses, and a range of servi-

ces, aimed at organizations, companies and professionals.  

Point, together with Bergamo Sviluppo is a member of INNOVUP, Italian In-

novation & Startup Ecosystem,  whose members are the majority of the ita-

lian scientific parks, startups, scaleup, innovation centers, business incuba-

tor, accelerators, investors and corporate.    

Point, together with Bergamo Sviluppo is also a member of IASP - International 

Association of Science Parks - which represents about 400 Science Parks in over 

60 countries around the world. 
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P O I N T of Dalmine  
via Einstein/ang. via Pasubio 

I 24044    Dalmine     (BG) 
 

Latitude  45.650201 
Longitude  9.604907 

 
tel. +39 035 622 4021 

mail: point@bg.camcom.it 
www.pointbergamo.com 

P O I N T di Dalmine 
1.   Bergamo Sviluppo, Business Incubator, Intellimech (see inside pages) 
1a. Faculty of Engineering, - University of Bergamo  
2.   Conference Point  + Company & Research Organization (Laboratories & offices) 
3.   Conference Point  + Company & Research Organization (offices) 
4.   Central Heat and Power 
5.   Company & Research Organization (see inside pages) 
6.   Faculty of Engineering, - University of Bergamo  
7. Parking  
8. Camozzi Park 
9. Library 
10. University + Point Science Park, Cafeteria 

NUMBERS  OF  POINT 
40.000 mq 

60 private & public company 
500 employers 

4.000 mq equipped laboratory 
3 conference rooms  (tot. 200 pax)  



 

 
 

 
 

Bergamo Sviluppo, which is credited by the Lombardy Region as a Research and Technology Transfer Center 
(RTTC) in the QuESTIO System - Quality Evaluation in Science and Technology for Innovation Opportunity, accre-
ditation that allows it to be a reference for research, transfer technology and innovation throughout business 
and industry. Within the Point Science Park are provided these services: 
 

PID (Punto Impresa Digitale): is a free service, provided under the National Enterprise 
Plan 4.0 launched by the Ministry of Economic Development, aimed at increasing the 
awareness of companies on the solutions offered by digital technology. Information and 
awareness raising activities are provided, as well as branches for the mapping of digital 
maturity, definition of individual assistance plans or mentoring, information on fundings. 

STEP: It’s a free service to support business creation offering a free personalized assi-
stance path to "test" your business idea and understand business opportunities 

Valorizzazione della Proprietà Industriale:  is a free provision of technical and scientific information and 
advice in relation to patents and industrial property in order to protect innovations and the company's 
heritage of knowledge and skills so as to foster the development and competitive growth of micro, small 
and medium local enterprises 

UNICA Desk free consultation on full textes of Italian technical standards (UNI), as well as 
European (EN) and global (ISO), on assistance in search and identification of specific 
technical standards, on the spread of information material on products and services, or-
ganization of events held in cooperation with UNI, to share the latest guidelines of legisla-
tion 

Free access to information on innovative materials, through a training and events ta-
ken in a showroom with samples of innovative materials presented via synthetic sam-
ples and datasheets dedicated (in collaboration with Matech, division of the Science 
Park Galileo Visionary District of Padova). 

 

 

 

 
 

 
These services, which integrate with both seminar activities carried on innovation in the areas of Point in Dalmi-
ne and managed from Bergamo Sviluppo in cooperation with the network of local associative system, with the-
se purposes: encourage technological development in enterprises, increasing competitiveness and facilitate 
the emergence of new companies with innovative technology. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

www.bergamosviluppo.it  *  point@bg.camcom.it  *  tel. +39 035 3888011  -  tel. (at Point)  +39 035 6224021 

Sala Conferenze  -   60 seats  

This room is equipped with multimedia tools for projection and video recor-
ding. Has a own reception for self-registration of participants and spaces 

where can be organized coffee breaks,  lunches and set up exhibition stands 

Sala Riunioni   -   40 seats  

This conference room is equipped with multimedia tools for projection and vi-
deo recording. Has an independent reception and large spaces for coffee 
breaks, lunches, exhibition, break out rooms or other entrateinment set up.     

 

Sala meeting   -   30 seats  

The Meeting room is located on the second floor of the building 3, is an elegant 
circular room, particularly suitable for business meetings,  lectures, press brie-

fings, courses, boards of directors, product launches. 

Smaller rooms   -   from 6 to 12 seats  

Located in building 2 of Point, the smaller rooms are suitable for small mee-
tings, simultaneously or after events held in the near conference rooms. 

Conference Point 

At Point of Dalmine there’s a conference center which includes large offices and elegant and hi-

tech rooms, which accommodate between 6 and 100 guests. These spaces are perfect for any kind 

of workshop, conference or meeting between few people as well as a large number of parteci-

pants.  These efficient and flexible venues can be used in independently or combined, giving new-

found versatility. The smaller rooms can also be used as classroom courses.  

Upon request, in all rooms can be made available exhibition areas, catering services, simultaneous 

translation, call conference, video recording, Wi-Fi, secretarial support, logistic support and so on. 

Projects and services to promote  
entrepreneurship and innovation 

   Break Point 

To make it even more comfortable work environment, here is a space for mo-
ments of sharing and have a relax break with tables,a refrigerator,a microwa-

ve, food distributors, cafeteria, cold drinks, ice creams, with audio system con-
nected by bluetooth, library, sofas, games & so on. 

 

         For more information, visit, quotation: 

 +39 035 6224011 — amministrazione@tecnodalsrl.it 

The workrooms: 



 

Recent companies located at POINT Science Park   
Business Incubator of Bergamo Sviluppo … 

at POINT Science Park 

From 2014, the Point Science Park hosts also the Business Incubator (active from 2001). 

The project, which encourages people to start their businesses by providing workspa-

ces and accompanying services and training, provides sections both for service and 

manufacturing sector. The initiative is aimed at aspiring entrepreneurs, innovative start

-ups, businesses or self-employed income by no more than 12 months, operating in 

innovative activities.   

The center is organized as follows: an open-space office equipped for service section, 

portioned spaces to a productive use (for manufacturing section), common spaces 

available by participants in the project (meeting room, classroom training, private 

rooms for meetings or consulting). Businesses Incubator guests benefit from a constant 

assistance, personalized tutoring, training and consulting specifics. It also offers a pro-

motional support through the ability to participate in trade fairs, visible through the 

local press, brochures and space in the  website of the project.  

Candidates selection is done through a public call every year within november and 

december.  Anyway, requests can send ideas to the secretary of Bergamo Sviluppo, 

together with a curriculum vitae of the proponents of the initiative and a business plan 

(prepared in accordance with the prescribed schedule, downloadable from the 

website). The request will be evaluated according to the availability of vacancies wi-

thin the structure. The manufacturing section questions are valued at door steps. In 

the selection, priority requests to participate in activities related to services presented 

by an innovative character, ability to create self-employment and development over 

time, consistent with the history and curriculum  of the proponent. 

 

www.incubatore.bergamo.it            -           segreteria@incubatore.bergamo.it     

SMI group is one of the most important builder of bottling  plants and packaging machines 
worldwide and consists of  SMIGROUP, SMI, SMIPACK, SMIMEC, SMITEC, ENOBERG, SMIENER-
GIA, SMILAB, SARCO.RE.   

www.smigroup.it -    info@smigroup.it 

 

 

 

 

EbikeMe offers long-term rentals of electric bicycles, designed specific both for companies 
and hotels or b&b, combining marketing initiatives designed with the customer, beautified 
with the ability to customize the bicycle. 

www.ebikeme.it   -  welcome@ebikeme.it  

The company was born from a strong passion combined with skills to develop and implement remote ba-
sed cloud projects. The team has an history that starts 50 years ago from the building market, where it has 
created its know-how in the field of industrial home automation, to continue with remote control projects 
in the field of energy efficiency and get today to face design and release of cloud based telecontrol solu-
tions, freed from different usage contexts. 

www.smartprecast.it   -  info@smartprecast.it  

A group of companies that offers a range of technical and management services such as: supplier and 
human capital management, product quality assurance, business integrity, corporate guarantee, inte-
grated business solutions, testing and skills assurance. It has a network of independent partners and pro-
fessionals worldwide with over 600 people serving customers. 

www.tc2services.org   -  info@tc2services.org  

 It is a supplier of polyurethane systems, born in 2019 for the sale of a business branch of COVESTRO, a mul-
tinational in the chemical sector. The group is headquartered in Germany and has 250 employees in 5 
countries (Denmark, the Netherlands, Spain, Italy). The products cover the entire range of applications of 
polyurethane systems. The main buyers are in the construction, footwear, furniture, automotive and ap-
pliance manufacturers. 

www.plixxent.com            -        tel +39 035 622 4011 

 The company born to innovate the technological landscape in the cable, pipe and wire manufacturing 
industries, with his specialized departments, customer requests and thanks to the ideas of a team that 
boasts over 30 years of experience in the rubber, plastic, glass and metals.  

info@stevezanoli.com   -  s.zanoli@lasertecno.it   

 
Leading company in the supply of technical/administrative, organizational and logistical services in the 
field of approvals for vehicle and device manufacturers, importers, car dealers, fitters, transformers, custo-
mers of manufacturers, trade associations. 

www.cetoc.it/portal/index.php/it/      -      tel +39 035 6224011 

 An unique and fully integrated technological context for the scouting, development and application of 
innovative technologies in the field of new materials, material recovery, waste reduction, low environmen-
tal impact production, renewable energy and sustainability in any industrial sector. 

www.b1shop.it   -  info@b1shop.it    

 
Laboratory of the MSc ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT FOR HEALTH, of the Dpt. of Management, Infor-
mation and Production Engineering. The course aims to train a professional figure in the field of enginee-
ring who, alongside that of the doctor, knows how to face the challenges posed by recent developments 
in medical technologies and their management. EMH Lab. 

https://ls-emh.unibg.it    



 

Active in the plant and technology for the lime industry; technologies ranging from the calci-
nation of limestone and dolomite for the production of calcium hydroxide and calcium car-
bonate precipitate. 

www.cimprogetti.com       -        inform@cimprogetti.com 

It was founded in 1996 by Alberto Nacci (musician, director and producer). He has made industrial films in 
Italy and abroad for major companies operating in different areas of production: metallurgical, mechani-
cal, automation-technology, food processing, luxury sportswear, construction, transportation, publishing. 
AJPSTUDIO realizes production and post-production video, 3D modelling and Design of products. 

The company offers full rental services rent of machines for industrial handling of steel.  Due to its special 
skills in the field of logistics management, the company is present with its four operational offices in some 
of the most important Italian steelworks. 

www.lacisa.com     -     commerciale@lacisa.com 

Is the Special Agency of the Chamber of Commerce of Bergamo, create to contribute, in collaboration with the Trade 
Associations, to the territorial development of the local economy. Bergamo Sviluppo carries out activities and projects 
in the training areas, guidance and counseling, creation and enterprise development, innovation and internationaliza-
tion. The company host the business incubator of Bergamo (see next pages) 

www.bergamosviluppo.it      -       point@bergamosviluppo.it 

www.utpsrl.it          -         utp@utpsrl.it 

Provides design of machines or groups, counseling / assistance in the design, verification, sizing, optimiza-
tion of structures through the use of finite element analysis programs. The Vision branch is responsible for 
vision designs, manufactures, sells automatic quality control for different types of components and pro-
ducts of high standard. The image processing systems used allow us to identify with high precision and 
speed, the presence of defects in the materials. The Climbing division designs and manufactures artificial 
walls and boulder structures for climbing. 

The Laboratory of Environmental Biology and Chemistry of SIAD S.. is an applied research center in 
the environmental field on waste water treatment and remediation of contaminated sites. The ac-
tivities include feasibility studies of chemical, physical and biological processes with laboratory and 
pilot plant scale for the removal of pollutants from municipal and industrial wastewater, and the 
recovery of polluted aquifers through pure oxygen bioremediation process. 

www.siad.com      -        biologia@siad.eu 

Ortec ORTEC is one of the largest providers of advanced planning and optimization solutions and servi-
ces. ORTEC’s products and services result in optimized fleet routing and dispatch, vehicle and pallet loa-
ding, workforce scheduling, delivery forecasting, logistics network planning and warehouse control. 

www.ortec.com          -         giovanni.gizzo@ortec.com 

www.ajp.it  -    info@ajp.it  

Economists, engineers and business experts, can help companies in optimizing business performance, pro-
duction, economic and financial, bringing expertise there where needed and for the necessary time to 
the achievement of concrete objectives . Operate as well as providing advice in the strategy’s areas, 
and is a Partner Equity Markets of Borsa Italiana. 

www.4wardconsulting.it -   segreteria@4wardconsulting.it 

Is a part of bigger Neos Group, provides advice and solutions for innovation management processes of 
enterprises; manufactures complete projects of change, also organizational, capitalizing on experience 
in managing enterprise systems. It operates with the most modern technologies Cloud and Big Data Indu-
stry to bring the 4.0 model in local companies and SAP competence center in Lombardy. 

www.neosconsulting.it        -         dario.longobardi@neosconsulting.it           

One of our COWORKING space host actually: 

Irotee  network of designers created for the development of new design products but offers also services to assist the 
customer in all phases of the product development process                                        www.irotee.com 

W2W solution group of professionals come from long-experience in design and implementation of telemetry and monitoring 
systems as well as equipments remote control, for data collection.                     www.w2wsolutions.it   

Maply develops projects to promote local areas by leveraging the power of smartphones, tablets and the web, the innovati-
ve apps & information systems support territorial marketing and tourism promotion.    www.maply.eu 

One of our COWORKING space host actually: 

Evo Complement offers design, programming and integration services of home automation systems... www.evo-com.net 
Groen Akkedis startups (from the B.I.) with a passion for the environment and energy. Designs and manufactures electronic 

products that improve the energy efficiency (homes, industries or individual devices) ...                  www.groenakkedis.com  
GreenNEE startup (from the B.I.) that coordinates, supervises and manages design and consulting services of the AIAT net-

work Association of Engineers for the Environment and the Territory…       www.greennee.it    
Agenda 21 locale born to study the general problems of the 21 Public Administrations involved in the Bergamo/Dalmine/ 

Zingonia Island Area.                      http://www.a21isoladalminezingonia.bg.it/index.html 
Spooky Sport startup (from the B.I.) that organize different kind of sport’s course: climbing, skating, skiing, rollerblading, sailing 

, bike ecc.) for childrend from 4 to 13 year old….                               www.spookysport.it   
Ergodesign network of professionals offering services in the field of health prevention in the workplace, in particular ergono-

mics of posture and movement for risk prevention and management...  ergodesign.it 
Incrementum, management consulting firm targeted at entrepreneurs of micro and small enterprises that integrates business 

skills with the resources needed to evolve towards new competitive logic...                 www.in-crementum.it 
Pixspeak, startup (from the B.I.) that offers brokerage services for creative products…   info@pixspeak.com   

CT Consulting develop digital communication & payment channels to improve & optimize the customer 
interaction of our users (printing, dematerialization, digitization, mobile 2.0). The web based solution 
eMessage allows to create, send, receive, track, store, different types of communication, electronic in-
voices & payments through physical & digital channels. Has also patented an electronic device that 
allows to make/receive calls via TV (www.sicurphone.com). 

www.emessage.it      -      info@emessagemio.com 

UNIVET born in 2001 as a spin off company of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, who offer to industry 
and to the veterinary clinic the most advanced methods for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases der-
matological companion animals, and in particular in the context of: allergy, Microbiology and Dermato-
pathology. www.univet.es     -     univet.italia@leti.com 

 

 The company's purpose is the production, marketing and development of multi-channel machinery, 
equipment and stimulators for the functional recovery of neuromuscular and locomotor systems, through 
the electrical stimulation of the peripheral nervous system. It also manages an intensive rehabilitation pilot 
center for the treatment of problems related to the neuromuscular system. 

www.viktor.physio    -    info@viktor.physio 

Data Communication Labs (DCLabs) operates in the field of information technology with special conside-
ration for networking, cloud services, hardware & software support, web/web applications development 
and IT for Public Administration. Thanks to its long standing experience and collaboration with public ho-
spitals and administrations in Lombardy, the regional government has granted DCLabs the CRS-SISS servi-
ce provider qualification and authorization to be part of the Fleet Management project for healthcare.  

www.dclabs.eu                info@dclabs.eu 

Provides ICT consultancy, design and implementation of infrastructure and solutions. Through partnerships 
with leading manufacturers of IT technology, it can support companies in the research and implementa-
tion of best solutions (virtualization and server consolidation, analysis, installation and storage manage-
ment, integration of cloud services with the existing infrastructure, security, centralized management and 
secure access to corporate data from all devices including PCs, smartphones and tablets. 

www.itspace.it     -      info.itspace.it 

VCA- Vehicle Certification Agency is the UK Approval Authority responsible for the testing and certification of 
new vehicles to given safety and environmental standards. It is a worldwide recognised leader in the field of  
European homologation tests and certification. Since VCA is both UK Department For Transport and Technical 
Service, its team can both run the tests and issue the certificate (E11), bringing paramount advantage both in 
terms of time and money. VCA is also an international certification body, which can support customers locally in 
Italy, Spain, Turkey, Portugal, UK, USA, Japan, Brazil, India, China, Malaysia, Australia and Korea.  

http://www.dft.gov.uk/vca/contact-us-southern-europe.asp   -  enquiries@vca-europe.com.eu 

 
Comes from the business incubator, Geoskylab, the company that offers services related to the world of 
drones, in particular pilot training (to achieve the Pilot Certificate and related qualifications), assistance for 
obtaining ENAC licenses, drone sales (including training and advice) , courses in aerial photogrammetry 
with drone and survey techniques. 

www.geoskylab.com  - info@geoskylab.com  


